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If one uses the boundary conditions (3) and (4) of Ref. [2], one nds that this variation
vanishes. Park and Ho obtain a nonzero contribution to Æg
rr
because they divide ÆL[],




, which also vanishes.
Now, in the standard approach of Regge and Teitelboim [5] to surface terms and ADM
mass, one computes the variation ÆL[], takes an appropriate limit to go to a boundary such
as spatial innity, and then uses the limiting variation to determine a boundary term. What
Park and Ho have demonstrated is that this process does not necessarily \commute" with
the process of functionally dierentiating to obtain Poisson brackets. It may be that this
paradox can be resolved by correctly incorporating boundary conditions into the denition
of Dirac brackets, but further investigation seems warranted.
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